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            We were established in 1957 and have been in the same location since the start. It is our desire to maintain the standards of the traditional Army surplus with the convenience of 21st century technology. Our military gear dates from the Civil War to present, with boots, uniforms and field gear. For your military personnel we have one of the largest supplies of awards, ensign and rank for the uniforms in the area. We also make dog tag's with a 1946 military dog tag machine to match the original m..
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        We were established in 1957 and have been in the same location since the start. It is our desire to maintain the standards of the traditional Army surplus with the convenience of 21st century technology. Our military gear dates from the Civil War to present, with boots, uniforms and field gear. For your military personnel we have one of the largest supplies of awards, ensign and rank for the uniforms in the area. We also make dog tag's with a 1946 military dog tag machine to match the original military. To compliment the military gear we carry camping supplies, knives, cookware, tarps tents, sleeping bags, rope and para cord. For hunters we have a large selection of camo clothing, boots, hats, netting, knives, ammo cans and back packs.We have thousands of items in the store.   
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                    Oklahoma Army Surplus

                    3942 S Memorial Dr, Tulsa, OK 74145

                    (918) 627-4164

                

                
                    Hours

                    Mon 9:30 am - 6:00 pm
 Tue 9:30 am - 6:00 pm
 Wed 9:30 am - 6:00 pm
 Thu 9:30 am - 6:00 pm
 Fri 9:30 am - 6:00 pm
 Sat 9:30 am - 6:00 pm
 Sun 11:00 am - 5:00 pm
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